
Advised by its consultant architect and landscape architect team, the Boston Children’s Hospital 
Board (hereafter BCH), has proposed constructing improved clinical facilities in a configuration 
that calls for the removal of its renowned Prouty Garden. Originally designed by the famed Olm-
sted Brothers landscape firm, and winner of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society’s Gold Medal 
Award, Prouty Garden has been called “one of the most successful hospital gardens in the country” 
by Clare Cooper Marcus, a leading authority on healing gardens and the author of Healing Gar-
dens: Therapeutic Benefits and Design Recommendations (1999).1  Aware of the sensitivities sur-
rounding its decision, BCH has argued that its new green space will be at least as beneficial to the 
Hospital’s mission as Prouty Garden and will provide more new healing space in total than what is 
being replaced.  

This analysis respectfully challenges both arguments. My qualifications to raise this challenge are 
grounded in my experience as a practicing landscape architect for over three decades. My profes-
sional experience with Prouty Garden, in particular, began when I was a young designer in the of-
fices of Shurcliff Merrill & Footit Landscape Architects. In 1976, while working there, I was tasked 
with the redesign of a small portion of Prouty Garden, the area now paved in bluestone near the 
Wolbach Building and the gate to Shattuck Street. Since that early assignment, my understanding 
of the importance of green space for people’s health and wellness has deepened considerably. My 

1	 	Deborah	Franklin,	“How	Hospital	Gardens	Help	Patients	Heal,”	Scientific	American,	Mar	1,	2012
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recent book Cities with Heart (China Architecture and Building Press, 2015) surveys best global 
practices in providing urban citizens with the green space they need to lead healthy and produc-
tive lives. In green space they can escape from crowded or stressful conditions in the workplace or 
in their homes, find calm, get some exercise, go back indoors refreshed, and maintain wellness.  

If easy access to open space is essential to the wellbeing of the general citizenry, it is even more so 
for those who are ill or suffering from injury or disease.  Proponents of the original Prouty Gar-
den intuitively recognized this connection.  Today, it is supported by a growing body of evidence 
and reflected in the widespread adoption of the term “healing garden”’ to refer to green spaces 
designed with the specific aim of promoting the health and well-being of individuals coping with 
health challenges.  Healing gardens, which have specific features not necessarily found in other 
kinds of green space, are typically associated with hospitals and other types of medical facilities. 
It is now widely recognized that healing gardens are beneficial not only for patients, but also for 
their distraught families and the overstressed health care personnel who provide their care. For 
decades, Prouty Garden has been praised as the preeminent example of a healing garden.  

BCH’s planned replacement green space purports to perpetuate the essential character of the 
Prouty Garden as a healing garden.  The documents prepared by various project consultants use 
the term “healing space” to describe all of the replacement space included in BCH’s current build-
ing plans. For instance, the consultant landscape architect firm’s website characterizes the planned 
space as “A series of healing spaces from contemplative to active are located throughout this new 
hospital complex.”2  Similarly the design consultant’s presentation Building Our Future states, 
“The plan’s goal is to develop a variety of spaces, many of which will be accessible year round, be 
integrated throughout the campus and its buildings and include natural features (plants, materials 
and lighting) that will support healing, stress reduction and social interaction.” 

A careful review of the proposed replacement space, however, reveals the extent to which it fails to 
carry forward the spirit of the Prouty Garden in both character and size.  My assessment, summa-
rized in the table below, shows that none of the planned replacement spaces comes close to quali-
fying as a healing garden. These spaces, whether viewed individually or collectively as a whole, fall 
short on all five essential attributes:   

The Five Attributes of a Healing Garden 

1. Located outside, offering interaction with nature in all seasons.  Artificial environments 
featuring artificial plants and recordings of natural sounds are no substitute. Inside loca-
tions do not offer a clean psychological break from indoors and its stressors. The space 
needs to offer a complete contrast to and escape from the claustrophobic experience 
of being inside a crowded hospital interior (closed air, ambient noise, artificial lighting, 
medical devices, long corridors) and not being in control of what is going to happen next. 
Large trees under open skies impart a sense of constancy. So does a large lawn that invites 
users to step onto it, even lie down on it, take a nap. Raised planters do not count.   

2	 http://myk-d.com/projects/boston-childrens-hospital-green-masterplan/
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2. Secure, soothing and quiet in every sense: The space is free of the din of mechanical 
equipment or vehicular traffic noise. The design is free of jarring pointed or angular forms 
or long straight lines. If art is installed, abstract art should be avoided: “abstract art that is 
seen as interesting or challenging by a non-stressed person may be perceived as frighten-
ing or threatening by someone in a state of anxiety. (Ulrich, 1999, pp. 67-71).” A ground-
level location feels more secure and sheltered; closeness to earth matters. The comparable 
efficacy of high elevations is open to question. Quite the contrary: height may not feel 
soothing or psychologically secure to all patients but feel overexposed (and in some cases 
indeed be overexposed to harsh sunlight or strong winds).   

3. Immersive: The space is big enough for one to feel surrounded by nature rather than 
closed in by edges. There is room to roam. The space is dominated by vegetation, includ-
ing large trees. The portion of total paved area is small, not at all dominant.   

4. Offers privacy. In addition to sitting subspaces for gathering there is at least one secluded 
sitting subspace offering privacy and solitude (for getting away from strangers, grieving, 
meditation, end of life) even while other people are elsewhere in the space.   

5.	 Invites exploration: The space offers a variety of subspaces, sunny and shady, accessible to 
all mobilities. It includes elements of surprise and whimsy, such as small statues of animals 
and a water feature above all, inviting interaction. Its totality cannot be perceived all in 
one glance, thereby inviting exploration.

	  Patients, staff and parents can each find their own space and comfort zone in a healing 
garden like Prouty Garden. 

The Prouty Garden
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A comparison of existing and proposed green spaces, by size and by 
healing garden attributes, is shown in the following table:3

3	Source for spaces, names, areas: 
http://www.bostonredevelopmentauthority.org/getattachment/3685cbd0-caa0-4f90-9dd5-553f8a3a5a23	
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EXISTING GREEN SPACES HEALING GARDEN ATTRIBUTES

HEALING GARDEN ATTRIBUTES

AREA(SF) OUTSIDE SOOTHING IMMERSIVE PRIVACY INVITING

AREA(SF) OUTSIDE SOOTHING IMMERSIVE PRIVACY INVITING

23,220

13,500

7,570

6,000

1,270

5,200

800

3,000

32,860

2,500

1,800

1,000

800

800

800

400

35,800

Prouty Garden

Garden adjacent to 
BCCB (Fegan Plaza)

Name

Name

Garden adjaent to 
BCCB (include play 
gym spaces)

CCB Level 12 
(sanctuary interior 
space)

CCB Level 6 & 9 Roof
Garden

Berenberg Garden

CCB Level 6 
Wintergarden

PROPOSED GREEN SPACES

Perlmutter Garden (on 
street)

Berenberg Garden 
Expansion

Total

Patient Unit Green
Space

Shattuck Street 
Green Space

Bader Garden

Binney Courtyard
(exterior roof terrace)

Perlmutter Garden 
(on street)

Binney Pocket Park
(on street)

Total Proposed

 ✔ INCLUDED

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔  ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔

 ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔

 ✔ INCLUDED

  LACKING

  LACKING



The Proposed Healing Garden Replacement

Two images below, taken from the proposed green space plan made public to date  illustrate the 
one planned space, near Fegan, that comes closest to satisfying some of the necessary attributes 
listed above, and is described by the BCH design consultant as “preserving the character…of 
Prouty Garden.” As indicated in my analysis, this space does not qualify as a healing garden. It is 
nearly half paved, its constant foot traffic is not soothing, it is not immersive, it offers no privacy, 
and it does not invite exploration because it is too small. 
 

The mother of Jesi (left) who died September 11, 2014, 
describes Prouty Garden as follows: 

“Jesi loved the garden and given she spent so many months 
of her treatment in hospital it was the only opportunity she 
got to feel the warmth and sun and flowers and watch bun-
nies and birds and squirrels scamper…for large stretches 
of time. It was the last place she was ever able to go to enjoy 
the outside air… I am not sure I can give you any more 
important reason than that for why the garden is special 
..but…Jesi’s smiling face says it all. 

[The garden] is more than a breath of fresh air in the 
hospital environment…it IS the fresh air that so many of 
the Children’s Hospital community crave. From a parent 
perspective it also meant a lot to me to be able to escape 
to somewhere quiet and peaceful and outdoors….and not 
too far from the ward.”

	  
“Green Space” adjacent to Fegan, the largest outdoor green space 
proposed, is 42% smaller than Prouty Garden. This is termed  “Fegan Plaza” 
in the next illustration.
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The design consultant also states that “a new ground floor garden on the Fegan Plaza…. would 
preserve the character and many of the features and statues of the Prouty Garden.” This is the 
only ground floor space left in the proposal, other than Berenberg and what is proposed along 
the street. Berenberg is to be expanded from 1270 sf to 2500 sf, and will probably retain the noisy 
air handling vent, and Fegan Plaza is to be expanded from the currently 100% paved 7,570 sf area 
that includes “play gym spaces” by adding approximately 5,930 sf that will include raised planters, 
presumably to discourage foot traffic compaction to the soil, as well as make a design statement. 
The name Plaza indeed suggests how the character of this high foot-traffic space cannot replicate a 
healing garden. To our knowledge, the only rendering released by the BCH design consultant for 
any of the spaces intended to provide healing is for this Fegan Plaza.

As to the BCH’s second claim, that the proposed plan will provide more new healing green space 
than exists, consider a comparison that excludes (1) space on the street and (2) any space lacking 
all five attributes of a healing garden. The “patient unit green space” (three spaces at 600 sf each) 
lacks all five attributes of a healing garden. Existing green space of 32,860 sf less 800 sf for Perl-
mutter or 32,060 turns out to exceed the proposed green space of 31,800 sf, that is, the BCH plan’s 
stated total of 35,800 sf less 4000 sf (1800 sf for patient unit space, 1000 sf for Shattuck Street, 800 
sf for Perlmutter, 400 sf for Binney Pocket Park). Therefore the proposed facility would have less 
healing green space than now exists.

 

	  
Rendering of “Fegan Plaza” by BCH design consultant
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In conclusion, the proposed green spaces included in the plan (Fegan Plaza, roof garden, pocket 
parks and other spaces in the table above) cannot begin to compare with a healing garden, though 
the board is arguing that offering more green space in total area, and extra convenience for cer-
tain users to reach certain spaces, settles the matter.  While it may not be the case, the selected 
design seems to have evolved from the inside out, leaving outdoor space to be integrated as best it 
could be after massing for the interior program had been determined. Unlike the Prouty Garden, 
which has been lauded as fully “complementary” to the interior services, the green space in the 
resulting BCH plan appears to be more of an afterthought than an integral design element. Ac-
cess to adequate green space is a health and wellness issue that matters to all of us, nowhere more 
so than for children who are unwell and confined in a hospital. I hope Boston Children’s Hospital 
will reconsider its current plan, go back to the drawing board and adopt an improved facilities 
plan that continues to regard access to a healing garden as integral to its mission, rather than sacri-
ficing its renowned Prouty Garden.

Thomas M. Paine ASLA is a landscape architect registered in Massachusetts since 1978.  He received his 
MLA degree from the Harvard Graduate School of Design in 1974. He was a patient of Boston Children’s 
Hospital in 1952.

	  
The most recent green space provided by BCH, Dr. James Mandell Park (above), listed 
in the table as Binney Pocket Park, is strong on design but cheapens the term “park.”
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